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Tramp Ball is here!
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Tramp Ball has finally arrived, and the new courts are looking great
thanks to the hard work from TOM FEDDERLEY and JOSHUA BULL.
STEVE declared the new courts open by cutting a green ribbon, and
explained the rules to everyone. The trampolines are for Tramp Ball only,
no flipping! The new sport adds to the variety of sport and activities that
are here at Menominee, so make sure to choose it for General and try
something new!

Wakeboarding at the Waterfront!

By ANDY SCHOFIELD

Today at the waterfront, the activities were full of great fun and enjoyment, as well as a lot of amazing
achievements! Veteran wakeboarder and skier ETHAN WAGMAN was sporting his skills like a professional, darting
around the lake like nothing could stop him! An extra special mention goes out to both BRANDON PTASZNIK and
JONAH JACOBS. Not only did they get up on two skis for the first time, but also went around the whole lake.
Great job guys! I had the pleasure of accompanying the famous fisherman MAX WEINGARDT in the boat,
hopefully he’ll teach me a thing or two some day. I look forward to seeing many more awesome achievements like
these all summer, and I’m really impressed by all the guys that joined us in the waterfront today. Go Menominee!

Tomorrow’s Weather

66 F
Chance of
Storms
Rain or shine, we still have
fun!

Cabin Clean-up
For those of you who have been to Camp Menominee before, you’ll know the importance of cabin clean-up. Every cabin is inspected by Nurse DAWN to make sure
that everything is in great shape, and then marks it out of 100 based on separate
categories. Cabins are marked on floors, beds, shelves, bathrooms and the grounds
around the cabins. The cleanest cabin will get to take a trip to the wonderful
Dairy Queen. What a treat! Make sure they’re all clean if you want a trip to DQ!
Congratulations to Cabin 13, scoring a massive 82 points today!

Shootin’ Hoops

By BEN ELLINGSON

Today at Basketball there was some fierce competition out in the courts, but some really close games were played and
everyone gave it their all. JONAH JACOBS was showing his skills in the match, displaying good lay-ups to the hoop and
smashing those three pointers. TODD LAZARUS also had his head in the game. He played some excellent mid-range jump
shots and looked out for his teammates with some very well placed passes. If a teammate missed the hoop, NOAH
LAZARUS was there to set it straight, and got a lot of vital rebound shots in the game. If dribbling skills were to be
mentioned, then NOAH PODOLSKY was on top of his game. He dribbled through players and made some great shots too.
Everyone on the court showed sportsmanship, which is always the best way to end a game in all circumstances!
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Campsite Crazy!

Bad Joke of The Day

By TYLER BORSTEIN
Yesterday, our cabin (Cabin 4), went out into
Why was the math book sad?
the woods and went looking for a campsite. As
Because it had so many problems!
we were searching, we kept finding camps that
other cabins had made in the years before.
By LEVI SCHULMAN
CHARLIE RATTERMAN, DYLAN SCHWARTZ,
WALKER NELSON, SAM GOODMAN, ETHAN
The Fun Fact Quiz
HOTT and BENJI FRIEDMAN were with me,
alongside our counselors.
1.Lion tamarins belong to which larger family of mammals?
We managed to find a campsite that was quite
2. A glow worm isn’t actually a worm. What is it?
close to the road, even though it was Cabin 5’s
3. In Golf, what’s the alternative word for a bunker?
campsite from 2005. We didn’t really want to
4.”You cannot be serious!” is a remark from which famous
destroy it, so we decided we would upgrade it to
tennis champion?
make it look really good. We all decided to make
a fort in the middle of the site, to hide in incase
Answers will be featured in the next edition of the
anything was nearby. ELI BERNICK thought it
Megaphone!
would be a great idea to make the number ‘4’ out
of sticks, so people would know its our campsite.
CHARLIE RATTERMAN, DAVID HULSTEDT
and CONOR MURPHY worked the hardest out
of all of us and managed to do the most work in
the time we had. I discovered a stick that
looked exactly like a historical machine gun, but
DAVID said I ought to put it on top of the fort
to cover the gaps.
Just as we were really getting into building the
campsite, Woody called out all lifeguards to the
waterfront so CONOR had to go back, and we
followed. Our campsite is looking awesome so
far, and is the best out of all cabins. I can’t wait
to finish it!

Everyone’s listening to KOZ’s wise words about safety at
the waterfront

Did you know?

Annoying Anagrams

A bear has 42 teeth

Get to grips with these anagrams. Each one is a different
sport. Find the answers to all 8 and you’re a genius!

The average person falls asleep in 7 minutes
Lemons have more sugar in them than strawberries

Famous Birthdays
Head to the Thrift Shop, its MACKLEMORE’s
30th birthday today!
Former AC/DC drummer SIMON WRIGHT is 50
today!

SPURS 100 - 103 HEAT

---------

ECHOYK , LALBSEBA, RESCCO, SALLBOFT,
KEBAASTLLB, DENOBAIRGAWK, HECARRY,
FRYRIEL

Congratulations to Cabin 3, who completed
the maze first from the last edition. Well
done!
The lucky canteen no. is hidden in bold somewhere in
the Megaphone. Happy hunting!
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